ProModel Corporation Releases AST 6.8, a Custom Solution for
US Army Forces Command
Simulation based software company provides custom predictive analytic solutions
to US Army Forces Command for sourcing and synchronizing Army resources.
ProModel Corporation, a leading predictive analytic BI software and services company, today announced the release of
AST 6.8 (AFORGEN Synchronization Toolset), a custom predictive analytic software platform used by US Army Forces
Command (FORSCOM) to source and synchronize Army resources.
ProModel’s AST is the authoritative system FORSCOM uses to conduct its unit planning and sourcing process in Army Force
Generation (ARFORGEN). AST provides the Army with the means to view the predicted impact of today’s sourcing decisions
on tomorrow’s utilization of Army personnel moving through ARFORGEN. AST “on screen” capabilities consolidates data
from multiple sources, applies existing or “what if” business rules, predicts the outcome, and automatically depicts results
thereby eliminating lengthy manual, linear, and presentation based methods previously employed. AST cuts development
time for single Courses of Action from days to minutes, while enabling multiple Courses of Action within the same timeframe.
Some of the new features in AST 6.8 include: an expansion of online help across AST, the capability to support Unit
Allocation and vetting of sourcing decisions for the Army National Guard and United States Army Reserve, modifications in
report filtering options across AST to assist users with retrieving data from AST, and integration with ARTIMS (Army Training
Information Management Systems) to provide visibility into exercise and training opportunities across the Army Reserve
and National Guard.
ProModel serves the United States Federal Government and Department of Defense by providing innovative and adaptable
custom and commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) technologies and professional services that help synchronize operational
needs, mitigate risk, and optimize resources.
“ProModel is proud of progress AST has made over the years. This remarkable toolset is now the go-to application at
U.S. FORCES COMMAND. We are very excited to continue working with the Army and providing them with our innovative
decision support technology.” said Keith Vadas, President and CEO, ProModel Corporation.

About ProModel
ProModel is a leading provider of simulation-based, decision making tools and techniques for improving performance
throughout the enterprise. A Microsoft Gold ISV Competency and Silver PPM Competency Partner, ProModel specializes in
custom and COTS (Commercial Off the Shelf) products which integrate seamlessly with Microsoft platforms such as Project,
Project Server, EPM, and Visio, to help organizations optimize portfolios, projects, processes and resource decisions that
best align with business strategy.
Founded in 1988, ProModel is a privately held small business with over 500 active customers and 7,000 active users
globally, including over 50% of the Fortune 500. Customers include companies in healthcare, manufacturing, logistics,
business re-engineering, DoD, pharmaceuticals and financial services.
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